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1 Introduction
IEEE 802.11p is the new standard proposed by the IEEE for wireless connectivity in a
vehicular context. It can be used by Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) and
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) to make vehicles aware of the traffic around them
and increase vehicle safety with applications like cooperative cruise control, assisted
merging and assisted lane switching. It is an amendment to the 802.11 standards family,
with a physical layer based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
similar to 802.11a. It is designed operate in a harsh environment. The increased degree
of movement in a vehicular network creates Doppler shift, for example when vehicles
connect to roadside units. Also, the cars on the road generate a significant amount of
scattering and fast fading effects. This Doppler shift and other effects are accounted for
in the design of the physical layer of 802.11p.
We are currently investigating this particular physical layer, with special interest in one
specific phenomenon: Frame Capture. Frame Capture, sometimes also referred to as the
capture effect, is the phenomenon that real 802.11 chipsets exhibit when dealing with
frame collisions (i.e. collisions between transmitted 802.11 MAC data packets/units).
Depending on the difference in precise arrival times (in the order of microseconds) of the
frames, and their respective signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), the receiver could correctly
receive one of the frames instead of discarding and losing both.
The behavior is quite vendor-specific, some chipsets such as the Prism-based ones [1], [2]
can capture a stronger frame only if it arrives earlier than the weaker frame or during
the weaker frame’s preamble. Atheros-based chipsets [3] can also capture stronger frames
at later moments, e.g. during the reception of the data part of the weaker frame (see
also Table 1). Also, the required SNR varies with the arrival times and bitrates. If
the stronger frame arrives before the weaker frame and the receiver is locked onto the
stronger one (i.e. the complete preamble has been received and clock synchronization
has been performed), the required SNR is a lot less than if it were the other way around.
Also if the bitrate of the frame is higher the required SNR also rises, although this is
normal behavior not directly related to Frame Capture.
Frame Capture has been researched in various experiments on 802.11a equipment by [4],
[5] and for 802.11b by [6]. Various models that describe the phenomenon are discussed
in [7], [8]. A more detailed overview of the timing and SNR constraints for a receiver to
successfully capture a frame are found in Table 1. Experiments for VANETs (vehicular
ad-hoc networks) with 802.11p have not been done yet, since the standard has only just
become available on July 15th this year. However, we consider the experiments done
with 802.11a also representative to 802.11p, since the physical layer of both standards is
almost equal. Both standards use OFDM (around 5.0 and 5.9 GHz, respectively) with
the same number of subcarriers, the only major difference is that the symbol times in
802.11p are doubled (and thus the data rate halved), to counter the increased amount of
inter-symbol- and intercarrier interference due to larger multipath delays and previously
mentioned Doppler shifts.
Table 1. Frame Capture scenarios (data rate of 6 Mbps). These timing relations and results are for
Atheros chipsets [5]. The experiments were performed with 802.11a.
Timing relation Result
1. ∆t > Lpreamble
P Frame 1
P Frame 2
Frame 1 is captured if
SIR > ∼ 0 dB
2. ∆t < Lpreamble
P Frame 1
P Frame 2
Frame 1 is captured if
SIR > ∼ 12 dB
3. ∆t < Lpreamble
P Frame 1
P Frame 2
Frame 1 is captured if
SIR > ∼ 12 dB
4.
∆t > Lpreamble, receiver
locked on to Frame 2
P Frame 1
P Frame 2
Frame 1 is captured if
SIR > ∼ 10 dB
5.
∆t > Lpreamble, receiver
NOT locked on to Frame 2
P Frame 1
P Frame 2
Frame 1 might be captured,
but SIR should be at least
∼20 dB. Probability
increases linearly as SIR
increases.
2 Research
Our research objective is to study the impact of Frame Capture on vehicular networks. To
achieve this we must first bridge the gap between the real-world behavior of the chipsets
and the behavior in network simulators; therefore we will implement the correct Frame
Capture functionality in MiXiM [9], a wireless network simulation framework running
within OMNeT++ [10]. Currently MiXiM only supports the simplest collision model;
if a frame arrives during the reception of another frame it is discarded regardless of its
signal strength, and afterwards the SNR is calculated of the first frame and this frame
is only received correctly if the second frame’s signal strength was not too high.
The kind of traffic that flows through a vehicular network is very dependent on the kind
of applications that the user (or vehicle) is running. Our research focuses on safety ap-
plications, where most traffic needs to be broadcast to disseminate information as much
as possible. When frames are being broadcast the standard RTS/CTS mechanism to
prevent collisions cannot be used. Not using RTS/CTS means that the hidden terminal
problem becomes more dominant. Especially under a higher load, when the number of
hidden terminals increases, the number of collisions increases as well. And an increased
number of collisions means that frame capture becomes more important for the through-
put of the network; simpler chipsets might just discard all collided frames, while a chipset
that performs frame capture could ’save’ many frames. Thus, our hypothesis is that in a
safety-oriented vehicular network Frame Capture has a great impact on the throughput
of the network. Therefore it is important for our VANET simulations to correctly model
this behavior.
3 Implementation and future work
The physical layer within MiXiM is the component that we need to update. A class
and functionality diagram is given in Figure 1. ChannelInfo maintains the current state
of the medium (i.e. which frames are currently ’in the air’), the AnalogueModels create
Mappings that apply attenuation filters to the Signal, there is one AnalogueModel for
every channel effect (e.g. shadowing, free space path loss). The BasePhyLayer performs
all other basic functions, and the Decider is the most important part for us; all new
arriving frames are processed by the Decider to decide if a frame’s signal strength is
enough to lock onto it. Also, when frame reception is over, the Decider processes the
frame again to calculate if a frame has been received correctly, based the SNR during
the transmission. It also implements collision handling. For the various collision han-
dling models (e.g. capture behaviors from different chipsets) we can implement different
Deciders that can be plugged into the physical layer very easily.
We will expand this behavior to make the Decider also inspect the packet after the
preamble, because before and after the preamble capture behavior is different. Also, bit
error calculation needs an update for the same reason; if a received frame suffered from
strong interference during the preamble time, the required SNR for correct reception is
higher. At three moments during a frame the Decider can decide if a frame has been
captured or lost due to the capturing of a stronger frame.
Apart from the Decider we also need to update the physical layer for 802.11p reception.
The current physical layer is based on 802.11b PHY parameters, which are fundamentally
different from 802.11p. Things like SNR and bit error calculation need to be updated.
After the implementation and verification are complete, our future work consists of
simulating vehicular network environments and determining if (and if so, under which
circumstances) Frame Capture plays a role in a vehicular networking environment. We
plan to simulate various scenarios (e.g. urban and highway) under various traffic densities
and network loads, all with and without Frame Capture enabled.
Fig. 1. MiXiM Physical Layer Functionality Diagram (Source: Figure 2 from [11])
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